HEAD PROTECTION

Safety Caps
Safety caps complete with 6-point lining, SABS approved, SANS 1397 mark DME certified.

**Colour:** White, Royal blue, Yellow, Orange, Red, Green, Sasol blue, Grey, Bright pink, Sun yellow, Navy blue, Lime, Lemon hi viz, Black, Purple, Maroon & Brown.

Safety Hats
Industrial full brim safety hats complete with 6-point lining, SABS approved, SANS 1397 mark DME certified.

**Colour:** White, Royal blue, Yellow, Orange, Red, Green & Grey.

Short Brim Safety Cap
Industrial short brim safety caps complete with 6-point lining, SABS approved, SANS 1397 mark DME certified.

**Colour:** White, Blue, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Grey and Pink.

Nikki Safety Caps
Industrial peaked Nikki safety caps complete with 4-point ratchet lining, SABS approved SANS 1397 certified.

**Colour:** White, Yellow, Orange, Red, Light blue, Blue, Purple, Pink, Lime, Green, Brown, Grey, Black & Gold.
Uvex Safety Caps
Industrial peaked UVEX Pheos safety caps complete with 6-point ratchet lining, SABS approved SANS 1397 certified.

Colour: White, Yellow, Orange, Green & Royal blue.

Chin Straps
SABS approved 2 point chin strap with self releasing clips, 3 point chin strap with quick release buckle and 2 adjustable slides and chin cups.

Face Shield
Material: Polycarbonate

Cap
Colour: Lime

Hat
Colour: Lime